Lawyer in Bulgaria

There are no translations available.

The Law Office of Rositsa Hristova was established in 1998 . and it has been working
successfully in Burgas and the region. Our clients are mostly foreigners from Russia, Ukraine ,
England, Turkey, Italy and other countries. For the convenience of our customers we have a
staff which is fluent in spoken and written Russian, English and Italian. The services we can
offer our help for, are the following:

- Registration of a Bulgarian legal entity ( EOOD, OOD, Ltd)
Registration of Bulgarian company could be done either with your presence in Bulgaria or
remotely while you are in your country. Registration takes 5 working days.
- Obtaining a temporary residence permit in Bulgaria
The way we provide temporary stay of our foreign customers is the best possible , easy and
inexpensive option. The deadline for receipt is 3 months .
- Bulgarian citizenship
It is possible to obtain citizenship only when proving you have Bulgarian roots. The deadline for
receipt is 18 months.
- Purchasing a car in Bulgaria
We provide complete assistance in purchasing a car in Bulgaria - necessary transportation ,
hotel, registration in CT and all other documents.
- Full support when purchasing property in Bulgaria
We offer research , inspection of the property , preparing documentation for a transaction and
completing the transaction in your presence before a notary.
- Representation before the Bulgarian Court
We can represent you before Bulgarian court in civil and commercial matters.
- Business Consulting
If you want to do business in Bulgaria , we can advise you regarding the business you have
chosen and help with its implementation.
If you need any of the above mentioned services, do not hesitate to contact us ( you can find a
contact form on our website) or call us to get more detailed information or prices for our service.
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